Artist
Demonstrations
SATURDAY, JULY 16, 2016

SUNDAY, JULY 17, 2016

12:00pm Map Location #18
Wayne Fuerst
723 Main Road
Westport MA 02790

1:00pm Map Location #7
Barbara Healy
61 White Oak Run
Dartmouth, MA 02747

Pottery Demonstration
Wayne will do a pottery demo on the kick wheel.
He will be using stoneware clay and will talk about
the clay surface and deciding how the finish on the
piece will affect the glazing process.
2:00pm Map Location #43
Don Cadoret
23 Reed Street
Tiverton, RI 02878
Story painting
The artist will
demonstrate his layering
process and how he
chooses specific colors to
play against each other.
Sketches, materials and
related items he uses
for inspiration will be
displayed and explained.
3:00pm Map Location #47
Susan Medyn
90 North Court
Tiverton, RI 02878
Create a creature
Come watch as Susan create imaginary worlds. Bring
your ideas of creatures you would like to draw and
participate in making a group painting.

THROUGHOUT THE TOUR WEEKEND:
Many artists will have ongoing
demonstrations showcasing their own unique
creative materials and methods. Enjoy a firsthand look at art as it’s being made in their
studios! Look for the “D” on the Tour map.

The Color of Water
Capturing reflections in oil paint.
1:00pm Map Location #52
Brenda Wrigley Scott
3879 Main Road
Tiverton, RI 02878
Acrylic Painting
Brenda will create the textured backgrounds in her
bird paintings. It’s a several step process and is the
first step in preparing the paper for the final imagery
~ birds!

JULY
www.southcoastartists.org

2:00pm Map Location #12
Amy Thurber
219 Horseneck
Dartmouth MA
Ceramics
Leaves from the garden, formed into
functional pottery
2:00pm Map Location #40
Galen Snow
220 W. Main Road
Little Compton, RI 02837
The Art of Collage
Paper montage is a form of collage. Galen will
demonstrate how shapes of paper cut from magazines
are formed into her textural and light filled pieces.

Artist
Demonstrations
SATURDAY, AUGUST 20

SUNDAY, AUGUST 21

1:00pm Map Location #49
Lauren R Quinn
1129 Stafford Road, Tiverton RI 02878

1:00pm Map Location #42
Denise Zompa
31 East Road, Tiverton, RI 02878

Making a Handmade Tile
Lauren will demonstrate the process of making
a handmade tile including design, moldmaking,
pressing, glazing and firing them.
1:00pm Map Location #3
Jane Bregoli
89 Sharp Street, Dartmouth, MA 02747
Book Illustration and Puppets
Jane illustrated “The Goat Lady”, a childrens book,
and she will be helping guests make goat puppets
from paper bags. A great family-friendly demo.

AUGUST
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2:00pm Map Location #54
Michelle Bailey
64 Pools Lane, Tiverton, RI 02878
Pastel in Painting
Michele will show the variety of ways pastel is
applied in a painting, including the use of a custommade support and under-painting techniques.
3:00pm Map Location #13
Jill Law
17 Onyx Drive, Dartmouth, MA 02747
Acrylic Painting Techniques
Surface preparation using acrylic polymers to create
texture and pattern with assorted homemade tools
and other implements.

Using Cold Wax
Working on a landscape painting in progress, Denise
will demonstrate the use of Gamblin cold wax with
oil paint. The cold wax has properties that enhance
layering and moving paint as well as scraping and
carving into the paint.
2:00pm Map Location #22
Sharon Martori
704 Hix Bridge Road, Westport, MA 02790
Basketmaking
How to “set up” a Nantucket Basket on the mold
by cutting, trimming and sanding the staves, then
beginning the actual weaving. After completing the
weaving a quick demo of putting on the inner and
outer rims and nailing this to the basket, lashing the
rim by attaching a filler piece to the rim and finally
attaching the handle.
3:00pm Map Location #46
Kitty Lovell
3895 Main Road, Tiverton, RI 02878
Panel Painting
Kathrine Lovell will be demonstrating how she
prepares a panel with layers of paint and texture,
along with designing simple geometric patterns and
the basic techniques of gilding. She will be using
acrylic paints, glazes, and varnishes. She uses metal,
copper and aluminum leaf to create patterns and
complex decorative surfaces.
3:00pm Map Location #33
Josie Arkin
7 South of Commons Rd, Little Compton, RI 02837
Printmaking
Josie will use her printing press to print traditional
intaglio prints from both copper and zinc plates.

THROUGHOUT THE TOUR WEEKEND:
Many artists will have ongoing demonstrations showcasing their own
unique creative materials and methods. Enjoy a first-hand look at art as it’s
being made in their studios! Look for the “D” on the Tour map.

